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A well-rounded collection of country with hints of everything from Traditional to Austin to the more modern

flavored single 'Tennessee Rain'. 10 MP3 Songs COUNTRY: Country Pop, COUNTRY: Country Rock

Details: This would be a great CD for your Country/Americana loving friends. Look what some people are

saying about Lee Gibson: Quoted from babysue- "Very strong debut from a new country artist with a hell

of a voice and a real knack for writing catchy tunes. Lee Gibson kicks this album off with what ought to be

a hit. "Tennessee Rain" is an excellent upbeat country pop number with a great melody and excellent

harmonies. But that's just the beginning, as Somewhere Other Than Here sounds very much like a

non-stop string of country/pop hits. Other standout tracks include "What Else Could You Do," "Does She

Know," and "Somewhere Other Than Here." The production is excellent, and the guitars are loud and up

front in the mix. .... the music inside is all Grade A stuff... (Rating: 4++)" "Classic!! Good voice, good

guitar. Classic country." -B.L., Baltimore, Maryland (About Tennessee Rain) - "This is no

amateur!!!....country star enclosed. ...it rocks!!! I love it. I thought it was great. The blend of

instruments...the beat... the country voice. You have got it going on. Good luck!!! " -T.E., San Antonio,

Texas It's something that I'm sure many an American can relate too. It sounds like something that would

be on the radio. -H.B., Calgary, Alberta, Canada "This song(Tennessee Rain) is very good. It is up beat

and would be great to dance to. (our 3 year old loves it, he is dancing all over the place)". Chasity -

Hiawatha, Iowa "Sweet sounding voice. I just love this song. I love who sings it. It goes so well w/the

music. " Alasknmom - Juneau, Alaska
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